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AGENDA

- Brief introductions by each panelist
  Role and specific graduate student programs/resources
- Facilitated panel discussion
- Open Q&A with audience
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QUESTION 1
What are some pre-conceptions that people might have about the experiences of the student populations you serve?
QUESTION 2
What would you say are particular challenges that the graduate student populations you work with encounter?
QUESTION 3

Please share a particularly successful program/initiative that your Center spearheaded.
QUESTION 4

What are ways in which the graduate student services staff can engage and collaborate with your Center?
QUESTION 5

How can graduate student services staff, in their own daily work, help support diverse graduate students and build an inclusive educational environment?
THANK YOU, PANELISTS!

Q&A with the audience
QUESTION 6
Are there specific upcoming events/programs you would like to highlight and that the graduate student services staff can help spread the word?